Metallic Pigment & Pearlescent Lustre Pigment

Price: £8.50 - £16.00 Excl. delivery & VAT

In stock: 20
Product Categories: Special Finishes & Pigments, Waxes, Soaps & Special Finishes
Product Tags: Metallic pigment
Product Page: https://www.mikewye.co.uk/product/metallic-pearlescent-pigments/

Product Variants

- Metallic Pigment & Pearlescent Lustre Pigment - Bronze, 100g ()
- Metallic Pigment & Pearlescent Lustre Pigment - Bronze, 250g ()
- Metallic Pigment & Pearlescent Lustre Pigment - Copper, 100g ()
- Metallic Pigment & Pearlescent Lustre Pigment - Copper, 250g ()
- Metallic Pigment & Pearlescent Lustre Pigment - Gold, 100g ()
- Metallic Pigment & Pearlescent Lustre Pigment - Gold, 250g ()
- Metallic Pigment & Pearlescent Lustre Pigment - Silver, 100g ()
- Metallic Pigment & Pearlescent Lustre Pigment - Silver, 250g ()
- Metallic Pigment & Pearlescent Lustre Pigment - Pearlescent, 100g ()
- Metallic Pigment & Pearlescent Lustre Pigment - Pearlescent, 250g ()

Product Description

Metallic pigment and pearlescent pigment for special decorative finishes and polished plasters.

Available in:
Gold
Silver
Copper
Bronze
Pearlescent

Product Attributes

- Type: Bronze, Copper, Gold, Silver, Pearlescent
- Size: 100g, 250g
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